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CONNECTIONS Security Configuration: Success Stories and Future Compliance



In a three part series of feature articles, we will cover a CONNECTIONS Security Outreach and Review (SOaR) Project at work in both a district and a voluntary agency. In January, 2013, the CONNECTIONS Implementation Team began the SOaR project to offer assistance to Local Departments of Social Services and Voluntary Agencies in the areas of information security guidance and best practice. The SOaR team conducts security reviews, assists each district and agency in examining existing security and confidentiality practices and works to ensure each agency has the tools and support needed to establish a solid security plan moving forward. To date, 203 Soars have been requested and 162 have been completed — a great testament to the success of this project. Although the SOaR project continues to evolve, at a little over a year since its commencement, it is worthwhile to examine the steps taken by a local district and voluntary agency to improve their security policies and practices.



Part 3– Maintaining Security Practices Going Forward  In the world of information security, reconfiguring security processes to meet best   practice standards is only half the battle. Maintaining security is a fluid process that requires constant effort and regular monitoring to ensure confidentiality is being preserved on an ongoing, consistent basis. Both Onondaga DSS and Berkshire Farm underwent major security overhauls and were given the tools to maintain security going forward. CONNECTIONS Implementation Specialists Lori Millea and Michelle Spina, who worked with Onondaga and Berkshire, respectively, offer recommendations to preserve sound security practices, once established, in the following pages, covering the topics listed in the box to the right.



Recommendations for Future Compliance  Helpful Documentation  Challenging Security



Areas and Maintenance Strategies  Important Security Areas



and Maintenance Strategies  Major Differences



Between Districts and Agencies  Most Important Takeaway



in the Security Process  One Piece of Advice Going
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Lori Millea,



Syracuse Regional Office 1) In assisting Onondaga DSS with security reconfiguration, what was the most helpful tool that aided in streamlining the security process? A main task of the security overhaul at Onondaga County DSS was to ensure that the assignment of Business Function for workers was consistent, appropriate and based on their role within each unit. One of the deliverables to the district was the “Business Function Template by Role” spreadsheet, outlining the security profile that should be assigned to a worker based on their job responsibilities within each unit in CONNECTIONS. Going forward, when the Security Coordinator receives a request to create a new account or move a worker to a different unit, this guide eliminates guess work and acts as a guide for how that worker should be configured based on their role within that specific unit. This is particularly helpful to Security Coordinators who are IT staff. 2) Which areas of security do you feel are the most challenging to maintain going forward? Can you offer a specific strategy for maintaining these challenging areas? I think the most challenging aspect of maintenance is related to the frequency at which things occur. For the most part, areas such as Organization Hierarchy and Agency Access settings, the use of Job Types, cleaning up Obsolete Units, and creating Unit Hierarchies won’t change too often. Once these sections are set and documented, there isn’t too much maintenance involved. It is the day-to-day operations that pose the most difficulties, such as on-boarding/off-boarding workers, changing unit assignments, and making sure business function assignments reflect current job duties. 3) What areas of security do you feel are the most important to maintain going forward? Can you offer a specific strategy for maintaining these important areas? Personnel Access Control is a main concern for CONNECTIONS users. An integral part of a secure system is having a process for adding new hires and quickly removing people from CONNECTIONS when needed. Supervisors should verify that each worker’s Workloads and To-Dos are clear or reassigned, and then notify the Security Coordinator, who can disable and end-date the accounts. In a technological age when CONNECTIONS can be accessed from home computers, laptops, tablets and smart phones, it is important to quickly remove access when it is no longer needed. Any lag in communication poses liability concerns for the district and compromises the confidentiality of the application. It has been suggested to Onondaga that all requests for changes to CONNECTIONS access, including new hires, promotions, transfers, leaves of absence, end of employment be funneled to the Security Coordinator from a supervisory staff member by way of a new “CONNECTIONS Access Request Form”. This form, in conjunction with the “Business Function Template by Role” spreadsheet described above, will enable the Security Coordinator to ensure the timely and proper system access within the CONNECTIONS application. 4) What do you think is the biggest difference between reconfiguring security at a district, versus an agency? One of the main obstacles in the Onondaga security review was the sheer size of the district. With approximately 230 users and over 50 units in CONNECTIONS, Onondaga is one of the largest districts in the Syracuse region. There was a tremendous amount of information to process and organize on the current security ArƟcle ConƟnued on Page 3
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configuration prior to even making recommendations for the clean-up process. 5) What, in your opinion, is the most important takeaway from the Security Outreach and Review (SOaR) process? Enacting security practices takes a tremendous amount of effort and planning, not only to setup, but also to maintain. From what I have seen, it is essential to have buy-in from the district’s stakeholders and supervisors that this is a worthwhile investment of time and energy. Without that, change will be met with opposition, rather than be seen as beneficial to the district. 6) If you could give one piece of advice to all counties and agencies working to maintain compliant security going forward, what would it be? My advice is to stay on top of things. After all the months of work is completed, protect your investment and ensure that the new policies and procedures are followed going forward. It can be a very slippery slope if the cleanup work is not maintained, and easy to fall back into old practices. To read more about security reconfiguration at Onondaga, see Part I of this series on the Intranet and Internet.



Michelle Spina,



Albany Regional Office 1) In assisting Berkshire Farm with security reconfiguration, what was the most helpful tool that aided in streamlining the security process? At Berkshire, we created a “Change of Access Request” form which formalizes the process of adding or removing users from CONNECTIONS. A tool like this, besides acting as a concrete document that can easily lend itself to follow-ups, streamlines the process of CONNECTIONS access. In encouraging workers at Berkshire to use the “Change of Access Request” form, it was important to emphasize that simplifying a process almost always makes it more secure. 2) Which areas of security do you feel are the most challenging to maintain going forward? Can you offer a specific strategy for maintaining these challenging areas? Maybe not the most challenging area, but the largest area of security reconfiguration Berkshire needs to maintain going forward is its centralized administration of security, via Berkshire’s IT department. Prior to reconfiguration, each program area at Berkshire was responsible for administrating CONNECTIONS security, a process that often led to communication breakdowns and convoluted security goals. Berkshire maintains offices across New York State, and the centralized location of the IT Department consolidated security administration, making security more efficient and compliant with state standards. Perhaps the most useful strategy in maintaining centralized security administration is simply to understand how effective this system can be—a single location in a department with low turnover creates a consistent environment, with checks and balances as well as ample follow-up opportunities every step of the way.
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3)  What areas of security do you feel are the most important to maintain going forward? Can you offer a specific strategy for maintaining these important areas? The areas of CONNECTIONS security that are most important to maintain are really two-fold: system access and business functions. At Berkshire, access and business functions are given on an as-needed basis, and this process should be monitored regularly . Removing former workers and their business functions as quickly as possible is extremely important—failure to do so creates a huge liability for a district or agency. The first step, of course, is to proactively expedite the add/removal process, but retrospectively, it’s a good idea to run Data Warehouse reports to monitor staff security at least quarterly. These reports allow supervisors to check independently to determine if, for example, they find former workers who should have been removed from CONNECTIONS. The report also captures assigned business functions, allowing supervisors to consistently monitor who, among their staff, is assigned a certain business function. Every time a report is run, supervisors can then reevaluate the need of sensitive business functions. 4) What do you think is the biggest difference between reconfiguring security at an agency, versus at a district? At Berkshire specifically, security reconfiguration involved examining the Family Services Intake (FSI) process and asking whether or not the Person Search business function was needed. Person Search is a very sensitive business function that should be carefully considered before assigned to a worker. It is not necessary for most upstate voluntary agencies. This being the case, a large component of security reconfiguration at Berkshire that may not have been as important at a district, involved controlling the use of Person Search. Now, Berkshire’s security coordinator grants this business function to workers if there is no other workaround that would successfully allow staff to complete their jobs. 5) What, in your opinion, is the most important takeaway from the Security Outreach and Review (SOaR) project? As in so many areas of effective management processes, communication needs to occur across multiple levels in order for sound security to be maintained in the future. It’s also important for workers and supervisors alike to understand the liabilities associated with an insecure business process. Because we deal with confidential information all the time in CONNECTIONS, we sometimes lost sight of where the holes are. 6) If you could give one piece of advice to all counties and agencies working to maintain compliant security going forward, what would it be? My advice is to remove staff who no longer need access from the CONNECTIONS application as quickly as possible. The process you employ should be simple—separate CONNECTIONS security from other human resources related end-of-employment activities, because this often delays the CONNECTIONS end-dating process. To read more about security reconfiguration at Berkshire Farms, see Part II of this series on the Intranet and Internet.



Interested in Security Assessment at your District or Agency? Contact your Implementation Specialist! Check the regional contact list available at the following links: ( Intranet / Internet)
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Upcoming FAR Build: All Guidance Documents Now Available In preparation for the upcoming Family Assessment Response (FAR) Build, all anticipated guidance documents are now available and listed below. Please note that a second job aid, in blue, was just made available last week. This job aid is relevant to all CPS staff, not just those implementing FAR.  Investigation Stage Summary and



Transformed Investigation Windows Job Aid ( Intranet / Internet )  Family Assessment Response (FAR) Build



Job Aid ( Intranet / Internet )  FAR Impact Analysis



(Intranet / Internet)  CONNECTIONS Tip Sheet : FAR



In addition, three of the Post Transformation Technical Assistance Handouts have been updated to reflect FAR-related changes .  Reviewing Person History



(Intranet / Internet)  Completing a Person Search



(Intranet / Internet )  Reviewing Person History via FSS Stage



(Intranet / Internet) As the FAR build approaches, these tools, in addition to FAR iLinc training, will prove useful in adapting to the fuller integration of FAR into CONNECTIONS. For more information on FAR and the upcoming build, please see the CONNECTIONS Build Bulletin, released each Friday. The most recent edition is available on both the Intranet and Internet.



Conversion Scenarios (Intranet / Internet)



New Tip Sheet: Reviewing Intake Stages in CONNECTIONS A new tip sheet: Reviewing Intake Stages in CONNECTIONS, is now available. On occasion, the CONNECTIONS system experiences issues which prevent CPS Intake Reports from printing. This can create a problem for Districts that rely on reviewing a printed report. This Tip Sheet illustrates the process for reviewing intake/IRI information within the CONNECTIONS system.



The tip sheet is available at the following links: Reviewing Intake Stages in CONNECTIONS



( Intranet / Internet )
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New Security Tip Sheets Now Available Two new Security Tip Sheets are now available on the CONNECTIONS Intranet and Internet sites.



5. How do I create a designee or assignee for someone else?



CONNECTIONS Security Tip Sheet: Understanding Designees and Assignees ( Intranet / Internet )



CONNECTIONS Security Tip Sheet: Understanding Business Functions ( Intranet / Internet )



In the regular course of business, the need may arise for one worker to cover the responsibilities of an absent colleague. When absences are planned and of defined duration —such as for a vacation or medical leave— the use of designees may be an effective security strategy to employ. This tip sheet answers the following questions: 1. What is a designee? 2. Who is a designee? 3. How do I know who is a designee or assignee?



This tip sheet is an overview of business functions and the access they confer. It should be noted that not all business functions discussed in the tip sheet will apply to every district or agency. Areas discussed: 1. Business functions requiring special handling 2. Business functions for maintaining security 3. Business function bundles 4. How to assign/unassigned business functions



4. How do I search for a designee or assignee?



May Computer Training Courses New computer training courses are available for the month of May in both instructor-led classrooms and via distance -learning options like Training Space and iLinc. Featured in iLinc distance training in May is the course: CCFS: Managing CCFS Reports using Excel 2010 as well as Excel 2010: Using tables and pivot tables to analyze data.



The full list of courses for both classroom and online training are available at the following links. May Classroom Training ( Intranet / Internet )  



May Distance Learning ( Intranet / Internet )  
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CONNECTIONS Clue Don’t Write a Book! Here’s a tip from our Triage team...Most narrative sections in the FASP or Plan Amendment only have room for 4,000 characters—including punctuation and spaces. There is no way to expand these fields, so you may find yourself needing to edit your writing so that the essential information gets in.



How do I know when I’m getting close to the limit?







Click the Word Count icon







The resulting pop-up window will show you the character count.



You can continue to edit your narrative in Word, then copy and paste the final version back into CONNECTIONS. Just remember to paste text only!



You can copy and paste your text from CONNECTIONS into a Word document to get a character count: 



Highlight your text in CONNECTIONS







Use the Ctrl + C keys to copy the information to your clipboard







Open a new Word document







Use Ctrl + V to paste your text into the new document







Click the Review tab



Don’t Forget Past CONNECTIONS Clues! Past CONNECTIONS Clues are available on the CONNECTIONS Website at: CONNECTIONS Clues (Intranet) CONNECTIONS Clues (Internet)



Office of Children & Family Services Sheila J. Poole, Acting Commissioner
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